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Abstract 
In this paper, I will consider the (in)compatibility of the Spanish future form and habitual adverbs. In Spanish, the combination of 
the future form and habitual adverbs is restricted. To describe this restriction is the main purpose of this paper. According to the 
analysis based on the Google Books Corpus and the experiment, the future form + habitual adverbs construction is accepted in 
relative clauses, conditional constructions or subclauses of epistemic verbs. The construction can be acceptable if some phrases 
which express time or purpose appear with it. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, I will consider the (in)compatibility of the Spanish future form and habitual adverbs. In Spanish, in 
principle, the combination of the present form and habitual adverbs is not restricted (1), but the combination of the 
future form and such adverbs is restricted (2). 
 
(1)   Juan fuma    habitualmente. [present] 
 
 
(2) *Juan fumará   habitualmente. [future] 
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However, the later combination is not always impossible. If a phrase like cuando sea mayor 
added, sentences of type (2) become acceptable. 
 
(3) Cuando sea mayor, Juan fumará habitualmente. [future] 
When he gets old, Juan will smoke h  
 
 and Lenci (2010)1,  adverbs like generalmente 
frecuentemente 
form is thus restricted. 
 
(4) El material utilizado tiene generalmente forma de hilo o cinta. [present] 
(Cálculo de lineas y redes eléctricas) 
 
 
(5) *El material utilizado tendrá generalmente forma de hilo o cinta.  [future]             
         
(6) El deportista tiene frecuentemente déficits de vitaminas.  [present]             
(80 preguntas y respuestas sobre la alimentación del deportista) 
The athlete frequently has a vitamin  
 
 (7) *El deportista tendrá frecuentemente déficits de vitaminas. [future] 
 
As in the case of habitualmente, these basically inacceptable future sentences with habitual adverbs, (5) and (7), 
can be made acceptable by attaching phrases delimiting the context.  
 
(8) Aunque haya problemas, el material utilizado tendrá generalmente forma de hilo o cinta.  
Although there are problems, the material utilized will have generally the form of string o  
 
(9) Imagino que el deportista tendrá frecuentemente déficits de vitaminas. 
 
 
This paper proposes first, in sections 2 through 5, to specify the types of phrases or constructions that can make 
this combination acceptable on the basis of corpus data and to verify them experimentally. Next, in section 6, the 
question of why the future form is not compatible with habitual adverbs will be considered. Finally, in section 7, I 
will consider why the previously identified phrases, but not others, can make the construction acceptable. 
2. Corpus 
In Spanish, the future form + habitual adverb construction (henceforth, FHC) is uncommon. For example, in the 
Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (CREA) of the Real Academia Española (RAE), there is very few FHC 
and in the Corpus del Español (Davies 2002), there is no FHC in data of the 20th century. 
However, it is intuitively clear to any Spanish speaker that the FHC does occur in Spanish. To show that this is 
the case and acquire data on Spanish FHC, in the present study I utilized the Google Books Corpus (Davies 2011; 45 
billion words), and was able to gather 1241 instances of the FHC and 4531 of the present form + habitual adverb 
construction, for comparison. All the data were produced in the 1970 2012 period. 
 
 
1 n event, such that 
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3. Observation: Constructions or phrases that frequently appear with the FHC  
In this section, the each of the types of constructions or phrases in which the FHC appears in the data will be 
presented. 
3.1. Relative clauses 
Among the 1241 uses of the FHC in the data, 265 appeared in relative clauses. For example: 
 
(10) Por esto, antes de describir y analizar la sociedad Quijos Quichua, indicaré: 1 ) algunos de los conceptos y 
términos que utilizaré frecuentemente.                           
 (De cazadores a ganadores) 
For this, before describing and analysing the Quijos Quichua society, I will indicate: 1) some of the concepts 
 
 
(11) En la versión ingle , lo que se hará habitualmente.  
(Las Noticias secretas de América ) 
  
3.2. Conditional constructions  
In conditional constructions, the FHC was observed very often, 212 times among the overall 1241 cases. In this 
study, apart from the si p, q 
constructions like en el caso de p, q erundive and participial 
constructions, are also considered to be conditional constructions.       
 
(12) Si usted tiene una alimentación baja en fibra, su cuerpo frecuentemente tendrá que soportar grandes 
oleadas de azúcar [...]                                      
       (Reduzca Sus Zonas de Grasa Femenina) 
 
 
(13) En ese caso, habitualmente, quedarán amplias áreas en las que no aparezcan datos. 
(Homenaje al profesor Carriazo) 
In that case, habitually there will be left large area in which the data do not appear.  
3.3. Phrases of time, duration, deixis 
According to the data, the FHC also tends to appear accompanied by phrases that express time, duration or deixis, 
like; cuando caluse when clause , después after , a partir de from . 
 
(14)  Es un periodo en el que el niño es especialmente encantador, «está para comérselo» dirán habitualmente 
sus padres y familiares próximos y, por esta razón[..]         
    (Niños pequeños, problemas pequeños) 
It is a period in which the child is especially cute, because of which the parents and relatives will say 
.  
 
(15) La decisión de entrar generalmente vendrá después de haber visto algunos productos. 
(Estrategias de marketing ferial) 
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3.4. Epistemic verbs 
Although not very frequent (51 times), the FHC did appear sometimes in subclauses of epistemic verbs, like 
creer think , pensar imaginar suponer asumir  
 
 (16) [...] me inclino a pensar que una curiosidad real y objetiva tendrá generalmente este efecto purificador. 
(Cautivado por la alegría) 
        
 
(17) Como Hume mostró, no tenemos ninguna razón para suponer que las conclusiones probables serán 
frecuentemente verdaderas y que las improbables lo serán rara vez.  
(Problemas de la filosofía) 
 
3.5. Phrases of purpose 
The appearance of the FHC with phrases that express purpose was observed 37 times. 
 
(18) Para obtener esta ayuda generalmente tendrá que trabajar entre 10 y 15 horas en la institución educativa 
correspondiente.                                                            
    (El Futuro de Los Negocio) 
To gain this support, generally one will have to work between 10 and 15 hours in the corresponding 
 
 
(19) (El sacerdote) Les hará frecuentemente preguntas con el fin de atraer su atención y mantener un diálogo 
vivo.                                       
    (Doctrina christiana y catecismo para instrucción de Indios: Google Books) 
The clergyman will frequently ask you questions with the objective of attracting your attention and 
maintaining a lively dialogue. 
3.6. Generalization and hypothesis  
To sum up the discussion to this point, we have seen that the FHC appears (relatively) often in or with: a. relative 
clauses, b. conditional constructions, c. phrases of time, d. epistemic verbs, and e. phrases of purpose. 
What is common among the majority of these constructions is that they show that the habit referred to takes place 
in the mind of the speaker, or at least not in the real world. For example, a relative pronoun or adverb in this 
construction is restrictive its antecedents are a set or a kind, and they do not have specific referent in the real world. 
In (10), for instance, the terminology referred to exists only in the mind of the speaker. 
The other four constructions and phrases may be more easily characterized. A situation supposed to take place 
after the completion of the condition; a future time; a moment subsequent to the moment of speech; and an imagined 
epistemic condition: all of them are in the mind of the speaker. So, it could be said that all five factors that I have 
presented introduce the domain of thought. Thus, elements that introduce this domain may make the FHC acceptable 
in Spanish. 
This hypothesis will be examined in section 5 below. 
4.  Observation Construction or phrases that rarely appear with FHC  
This section considers phrases that appear often with the present + habitual adverbs construction but rarely with 
the FHC. 
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4.1.  Phrases of assertion, certainty 
Phrases that express assertion or certainty on the part of the speaker do not appear in the FHC data that I 
gathered, but do appear sometimes with the present + habitual adverb construction. In this study, phrases like these 
are considered to express assertion and certainty; asegurar secure , lo cierto es que what is certain is , aseverar 
affirm  and etc. 
4.2. Phrases of hearsay evidentiality 
Phrases employing the hearsay evidentiality do not appear with the FHC but do appear in the present tense, as; 
me dijo que he told me that , dicen que it is said that  , según according to  and etc. 
4.3. Generalization and hypothesis 
According to the observation, the FHC rarely appears with either: a. phrases of assertion or certainty, or b. 
phrases of hearsay evidentiality. These two types of phrases have in common, at a minimum, that they do not 
introduce the domain of thought in the same way as the phrases shown in section 3 do. Rather, the events or habits 
referred to by these two kinds of phrases have in principle taken place already in the real world. Thus, it can be 
hypothesized that phrases that clarify actual (as opposed to prospective) habitual events in the real world cannot 
make the FHC acceptable. 
5. Experiment 
In section 3, it was predicted on the basis of the data that phrases and constructions that introduce the domain of 
the thought or mentality of the speaker can make the FHC acceptable. Then, in section 4, it was predicted that 
phrases that imply habitual actions that have actually taken place in the real world cannot make the FHC acceptable. 
To examine these two hypotheses, I carried out an experiment. 
5.1. Methodology 
The constructions supposed to make the FHC acceptable (relative clauses, conditionals, phrases of time, 
epistemic verbs, and phrases of purpose) were attached to unacceptable sentences containing the FHC, such as Juan 
fumará habitualmente 
rrect, one would expect the 
attachment of such phrases to make unacceptable sentences acceptable. 
I also attached to similarly unacceptable FHC sentences the phrases not supposed to make the FHC acceptable 
(that is, phrases of assertion and phrases of hearsay evidentiality). These modified sentences were also judged on 
acceptability. If the hypothesis is right, one would expect the modified sentences to be rejected. 
5.2. Informants 
Here, I present briefly the informants whom I asked to judge the acceptability of the modified sentences. 
 
 Number of informants: Three 
 Education: One is a PhD student and two are undergraduates. 
 Nationality: All are Spanish (two are from Madrid, one from Salamanca) 
 
The number of informants is relatively small; if the results are promising, this experiment will be preliminary to a 
larger-scale experiment to verify its results. 
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5.3. Result of the experiment 
As expected, in/with the relative clauses, conditional constructions, subclauses of epistemic verbs, and phrases of 
time and purpose, the FHC was accepted. Also, the attachment of phrases of assertion or hearsay evidentiality did 
not make the FHC possible. 
Here, I present some of the sentences judged by the informants in this experiment.     
 
(20) *Iré habitualmente a Mercadona. 
 
 
(21) En Trescantos, el supermercado al que iré habitualmente será Mercadona. (relative clause) 
In Trescantos, the supermarket to which I will go habitually will be Mercadona.  
 
(22) *Juan fumará habitualmente. 
 
 
(23)  Si nadie lo regaña ahora, el niño fumará habitualmente. (conditional construction) 
        If no one scold him now, Juan will smoke habitually.  
 
(24) Después de unos 10 años, Juan fumará habitualmente. (phrase of time) 
After about 10 years,  Juan will smoke habitually.   
 
(25)  Creo que Juan fumará habitualmente. (epistemic verb) 
I think that Juan will smoke habitually.  
 
(26)  Para mantenerme sano, comeré habitualmente frutas. (phrase of purpose) 
To keep being health  
 
(27) *Aseguro que Juan fumará habitualmente. (phrase of assertion) 
I assure that Juan will smoke habitually.  
 
(28) *Según lo que me dijo, Juan fumará habitualmente.  
According to what he told me, Juan will smoke habitually.  (phrase of heasay evidentiality) 
 
Sentences (27) and (28) can be accepted if habitualmente is removed. This indicates the unacceptability does not 
occur due to some incompatibility of the future form and the phrases asegurar que or según, and so these phrases 
cannot make the FHC acceptable. 
6.  Incompatibility of future forms and habitual adverbs 
In this section, on the basis of the data and experiment above, I will consider why the combination of future 
forms and habitual adverbs is restricted; specifically, I will suggest incompatibility may occur as a result of 
semantic modal conflict: habitual adverbs are basically used to refer to events whose truth-value is known by the 
speaker, while the future form always implies uncertainty on the part of the speaker regarding the realization of the 
events referred to2.   
For example, sentence (31) is from Carlson (1995: 231). This sentence, as Carlson relates, can refer to the 
machine that never crushes the orange. 
 
 
2 See Alarcos Llorach (1970), (1994) and  Deguchi (1986).   
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(31) This machine crushes up oranges and remove the seeds. (said of a new machine to be later destroyed 
accidently in shipping). 
 
(32) is sentence (31) translated into Spanish, and successfully and grammatically transmits its meaning.  
 
(32) Esta máquina licua la naranja y quita las semillas. 
 
If habitual adverbs are inserted in these sentences, the sentences remain grammatical and the meaning is nearly 
the same; however, they can no longer refer to machines that have never been used. 
 
(33) #This machine habitually/generally/frequently crushes up oranges and remove the seeds. 
 
(34) #Esta máquina habitualmente/generalmente/frecuentemente licua la naranja y quita las semillas.  
 
Thus, habitual adverbs are used to speak about events that the speaker knows have already happened. This 
requirement for the realization of the event to be apparent obviously, that is semantic characteristic of the habitual 
adverbs, modal characteristic of always implying uncertainty on the part of the 
speaker about the realization of the event. Thus, to predicate a future form with a habitual adverb is contradictory. 
This contradiction may be what causes the incompatibility of the two elements. 
7. Conclusion 
As seen, the FHC is acceptable in/with the constructions and phrases presented in section 3, the majority of 
which indicate that the habitual event takes place in the domain of thought. But why is it that this domain is what 
makes the FHC acceptable? 
It is likely because semantic modal conflict is avoided in this case. In the domain of thought in the mind of the 
speaker the truth-
to be uncertain about the realization of events. Therefore, the 
grade of uncertainty implied by the future form is reduced when the mental domain is clearly marked. And with this 
reduction in uncertainly, the conflict proposed in the last section can be avoided, and there is no reason for 
incompatibility between the future form and the habitual adverb. 
To sum up, the FHC cannot appear in every circumstance in Spanish sentences, due to semantic modal conflict. 
This construction is typically found in relative clauses, conditional constructions, the subclauses of epistemic verbs, 
and sentences including phrases of time or of purpose. In these circumstances, the conflict that provokes 
unacceptability of the FHC is avoided. 
Finally, I would like to emphasize that the Google Books Corpus made possible my analysis of the FHC, a 
feature not found in the Corpus del Español or the CREA, which have been the major tools for the scholarly study of 
Spanish grammar. The massive amount of empirical data offered by the corpus may also make possible the study of 
other peripheral Spanish constructions that have not been adequately recognized or analyzed to date. 
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